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posed, the two halves of the eye-piece field appear unequally illuminated,
and to restore uniformity the movable wedge must be displaced until
the difference in thickness between the plate H and the wedge-system M-N
counterbalances the rotation of the solution. The scale is so graduated
that a solution containing the normal weight of pure saccharose in 100 c.c.,
observed under the prescribed conditions, gives uniformity of the field
when the zero of the vernier coincides with 100 on the scale.
In saccharimeters with double compensation (Fig. 42), the place of the
parallel-faced quartz plate H is taken by a second pair of wedges, one (K)
stationary and the other (H) movable, having rotations of opposite sign to
M and N (and carrying also another vernier and the corresponding scale) ;
the other optical parts correspond with those of saccharimeters with simple
compensation. When the zeros of the two scales coincide with those of
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fig, 42
the respective verniers, the field is evenly illuminated. If-then, the normal
saccharose solution is interposed and one of the movable wedges carrying
what is termed the working scale is moved whilst the other — with the control
scale — remains at zero, uniformity of field is again attained when the working
scale indicates 100. If now the solution is removed and the control scale
moved, uniformity reappears when the control scale indicates the same
number as the working scale.
A saccharimeter of the latest model- is shown in Fig. 44 and its optical
parts in Fig. 43. It will be seen that it is a double compensation instru-
ment and differs from the preceding only as regards the polariser. The
latter, made on Lippich's principle, consists of a system of three prisms
and causes the field to be divided into three parts by two vertical lines ;
when the field is not uniformly iUuminated, the two outer zones are illumin-
ated equally, but differently from the middle one.
The instrument is carried on a heavy two-footed base, which gives it
great stability, and consists of a horizontal tube with its middle portion, as
in all polarimeters, in the form of a semi-cylindrical channel provided with
a hinged cover and made to hold the tube with the sugar solution. At one
end of the instalment is the polariser and at the other the analyser, which
is completely enclosed in a metal case so that the wedges and scales are
preserved from dust and from external agents, this being highly advan-
tageous. The movable wedges are displaced by means of two long screws
shown at the bottom left-hand comer of Fig. 44 (the lower screw operates
the working scale and the upper one the control scale). The $caile§ and
their verniers, which are marked on the upper part of tite metal <3M&ig of
the wedges, are reflected into the field of a separate eye-piece sfaowa at tte
left of the figure.
The apparatus should be tested before use. Ttee oara is first verified
and if, when one scale reads o and the field fe mil onaly Ifluminated, the
other scale does not read o also, one of tb® ted wedges must be caprefaHy

